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AS Villa

Villa located in Al-Masayel, has its unique form of 
massing and arched combined openings, our mission 
was to design a landscaping elements and areas 
that match the design spirit, a unique project with a 
spectacular site arrangement, front yard garden, drop 
off, balconies and roof.





NO Roof top

Our team desire is always to design a space that 
match our clients requirements at the first place 
considering all the factors of a functional design.
the villa is located in Al-Dhayha, 120 sqm designed 
carefully to bring the required quality with an upscale 
hard and softscape design. 





FE roof top

Villa located in Al-Jahraa, our goal was to design a 
private roof top matching the client requirement.
Glass room was installed smoothly in the design to 
have a good time all over the year.





BS courtyard

Villa located in Quroba, 100 sqm designed with a 
challenging flooring, combined with special species of 
trees, shrubs and flowers, dealing with the theme used 
in the villa design.    





BM out-door garden 

Villa located in Subah Al-Ahmad residential area, 
designing half floor integrated with the another interior 
half smoothly and carefully, wooden elements are 
representing the extension of the interior part with a 
carefully selected species of planting to survive the 
conditions of artificial lighting and air conditioning.





RF Villa

Villa located in Al-Salam, designing roof, Frontyard 
garden, and basement landscaping areas, consisting 
of roof top theater, seating areas, parking shelters, 
playground, drop-off, green and walkways. A 
spectacular way to present the softscape and 
hardscape together.





MT Chalet

Chalet located in Al-Dhubaeya, our mission was 
to deal with a 80s› designed chalet, designing two 
separated areas to be used as gathering and seating 
zones.





MA Frontyard garden 

Villa located in Al-Shamiya, A front yard garden 
designed in purpose to maintain villa main elevation, 
drop off with a private seating area sheltered with 
a custom pergola and grass open field to make an 
elegant wide place to be multi-used.





ER Frontyard garden

Villa located in Khaitan, consist of a green barrier 
surrounding the villa to create a private space with a 
swimming pool, and different areas for seating and 
BBQ to match client requirements.





ME Frontyard garden 

villa located in Al-Rawdha, designed carefully with a 
sheltering system to be opened combining the interior 
yard with the front one, custom pergolas were installed 
smoothly in design to match the built design of the villa 
creating beautiful places to gather in.  





AF Frontyard 

Our desire to create a place could serve the client with 
many different needs, here we can find parking garage 
for cars with a close seating and BBQ area.

trees define project corridors with the best
use of lighting.





SK roofscape 

A roof fully loaded with greenery mixed out with 
lighting to create a beautiful scene all the day.

wide screens for the glass room could give us a better 
frame of view matching our clients requirements in the 
first place. 





JA garden 

located in Alzahra , creating a place in use in different 
seasons, getting the maximum use of shade and 
shadows to serve seating area with the textures of 
wood and concrete.





FA Roofscape 

Simple lines, shapes and forms would create the best 
functional space we can get from a place.





EA Garden

Open spaces with defined areas and selected materials 
with the use of natural and artificial greenery elements 
to get a sustainable results for this type of projects. 





BO Rooftop 

Classic use of arches defining walkways for the project 
all opened to a beautiful court with food table serving, 
BBQ area, seating area and playground. 





AT Chalet 

Designing a seaside elevation oriented to a 
wonderful horizon view, creating pergola seating 
area, sunken seating to not block the view for indoor 
spaces and served with a food table area with BBQ 
counter and outdoor pantry all surrounds the over 
flow swimming pool. 
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